
 
Skill Rolls: Most Tiles will require a Skill Roll for the Investigative Player to earn 
Mythos  Points, which represent the clues to the dark threat at Miskatonic 
University. To Make a Skill  Roll, Roll the number of Dice for the Skill on the 
Character Tile. Each 5 or 6 result is a success.  Most Skill Rolls require 1 Success, 
but some require more. (Therefore, at times it is wise to send  teams of 2 or more 
Investigators to achieve certain Skills results, and there is always safety in numbers.) 
 

Note: As stated earlier, all Skill Rolls made by a team is the total dice for that team with 
the following exception. All Stealth Rolls and Sanity Rolls are individual - meaning each 
Investigator must make their own. Additionally, any Book Studied must be made by a 
Single Individual (Only one can read and translate at a time).  
 

Sanity Rolls: Some events and encounters force the Investigators to the edge of their 
sanity.  These Tiles are noted with a Sanity line that states the Investigators must make an 
Intelligence Roll of X (X being the required successful results) or they go insane. If an 
Investigator goes insane, they are placed in the Temporary Insanity box and their fate 
resolved each Midnight – Cleanup Phase until they recover or tragically end their life. If 
Nyarlathotep is summoned, it is highly likely that one or more Investigator will end up 
insane and unable to fight him in the Final Combat.  
 

Combat Resolution: Whenever Combat Occurs, both sides roll their combat dice. The 
side  with the highest number of 5s and 6s rolled wins the combat. If a Tie – Roll again 
until there is a  winner. If the investigator loses combat, their Tile is placed in the 
Infirmary – Critical care. If a Cultist is defeated, their tile and all other non-discard tiles 
are mixed back into the draw Tiles. If a Monster is defeated it is discarded from play and 
may not be re-shuffled back into the game.  
 

Multiple Tiles in Combat: If both sides have more than 1 Tile in the space, the Combat 
will be multiple rounds. Each turn the loser removes one on the Tiles of their choice and 
places it according to Combat Losses above and then another round is fought, rolling only 
the dice remaining for the Combat Skill of the Tiles still Present. 
 

 Cultist Secret Rites: This is the final Encounter resolved each turn, after all Investigative 
Encounters have been completed. Once again, Secret Rites can gain the Cultist only 1 
Summon Pt per turn regardless of how many successful 5s-6s they roll in the ceremony. 
Additionally, on any 1 Die Roll, Discard a Cultist - consumed by their evil ways.     

5) Midnight – Cleanup: After all encounters have been rolled, the following actions 
occur. 

 

A) All face down tiles are returned to the hand of the Cultist player. The 
Investigative player does not see these tiles and any events do not go into 
effect. 

B) Any face up tiles not gained by the Investigator or Cultist (Items)are 
returned to the Cultist hand. Likewise any Cultists member Tiles return to 
his hand. 

C) The Investigator Player rolls a die for each Character in the Infirmary and 
carries out the result of the roll. 

D) The Investigator Player rolls a die for any Character that is Temporarily 
Insane and carries out the result. Note: The only way Characters can die is 
by ending their own life as an act of Insanity.  (Some things are just too 
unhinging for the human mind to deal with…) 

E) Roll for any Investigators in Jail and carry out results. 
 

You are now ready to begin the next Round unless the Investigators achieved 20 
Mythos Points to win, or unless the Cultist achieved 20 Summon Points to bring 
Nyarlathotep into the world. If neither were achieved – start back with Phase I 
and repeat process until victory conditions are met. 

Playing the Game:  
The game is played in phases and each phase is completed before the next phase begins. The 
Phases are as follows: 
 

1) Tile Draw – Cultist Only 
2) Tile Placement – Cultist Only 
3) Investigation – Investigator Only 
4) Tile Resolution 
5) Midnight – Cleanup Phase 
6) Final Combat – Only when Nyarlathotep is Summoned 
 

Detailed Actions of each Phase appear below: 
 

1) Tile Draw Phase: At the start of the game the Cultist draws 4 tiles to bring their 
hand to 6 Tiles. Each turn, the Cultist Player will redraw to bring their hand to 6 Tiles 
after collecting any remaining tiles from the board back into their hand. It is possible 
through Events and the Red Herring Card to have more than 6 tiles. If the Cultist 
player has more than 6 tiles in their hand at the end of the Midnight – Cleanup Phase, 
they do not draw any additional tiles, but must keep the ones they have to play in the 
next round. 

 

2) Tile Placement Phase: The Cultist must place a Minimum of 6 Tiles from their hand 
onto the board face down. In most cases they will only have 6 tiles, but as a result of 
some events, they may hold more than 6. When this occurs, they must place 6 tiles, 
but may place any amount over 6 if they wish. The tiles may be placed anywhere 
with the following rules.  

 

A) At the top of some Tiles is listed a Location. That Location is the only 
place the tile may be played. 

B) The Cultist Tiles may be placed on a location and will engage in Combat 
prior to any other encounter there, or may be placed on the Cultist Secret 
Rites Space to attempt to gain Summon Points. On the Cultists Secret 
Rights Space they roll Dice equal to their Combat, but regardless of how 
many successes are achieved they may only gain 1 Points per turn in this 
manner. To have a successful Secrets Rites, the Cultist must roll at least 
one 5 or 6 from all the dice rolled and the ceremony is a success. 
Additionally, on any 1 Die Roll, Discard a Cultist - consumed by their evil 
ways!   
 

3) Investigation Phase: Now the Investigator player places their Tiles face up on the 
locations that have face down Tiles. They may only be placed on the 6 Miskatonic 
spaces and not the Secret Rites space. You may place more than one Investigator Tile 
in the same space. When this occurs they act as a team and their Skills are added 
together for fighting, Intellect, and Investigation. Stealth must always be handled 
individually (groups do not sneak better, but multiple people asking questions get 
better answers and more people fighting cause more damage). If you possess any 
items (Ceremonial Knife or Magic Ring for examples) place them under the 
Investigator with the item. Items may be moved freely to a different Investigator at 
the start of each turn, but once placed stays with that Investigator the entire turn.  

4) Tile Resolution: The Tiles are resolved in the Order that the Investigator player 
chooses. At their direction, turn over the Tiles on locations that have an Investigator 
Tile. Then do the following Steps in the order identified: 

 

- Resolve any combat Tiles First (These may or may not Cause Sanity Loss) 
- Resolve any non-combat Tiles that cause Sanity loss. 
- Resolve any remaining Tiles. 

 


